I. INTRODUCTION
ISUAL odometry utilizes video input to estimate motion of mobile robot for its long distance self-location and autonomous navigation in unknown environments [1] . The growing interest in visual odometry is due to several advantages. Firstly, it allows mobile robot to self-localize while performing some critical tasks in unknown or poorly known environments. Secondly, compared to dead-reckoning, measure errors and error accumulation of visual odometry are less. In addition, vision sensors are less expensive and more surrounding information is input than other sensors. In the last years, many stereovision-based visual odometry approaches have been proposed [1, 2, 3] , which are mainly composed of stereovision algorithm and motion estimation algorithm. So a low-computing-cost and reliable stereovision algorithm is very important for visual odometry. In [1] , Harris correlation algorithm and epipolar constraint are used to match corners and reject outliers respectively. Then, matched features are projected into next image pair by approximated motion of mobile robot and tracked by a correlation-based search. In [2] , Harris operator is selected as feature detector and number of corners is limited by local saturation. Features are matched and tracked by mutual consistency check and Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) algorithm. In [3] , SRI stereo engine algorithm and Shi-Tomasi feature detector are combined in feature extracting and matching. NCC algorithm and Iterative Closest Point (ICP) refinement are applied in feature tracking.
In our research on visual odometry, as features Harris corners are extracted, matched and tracked by correspondence of corners. In experiments, we found that illumination of each image of stereo pair sequence is varying with robot moving. It causes serious problems for corner matching and tracking. The Moravec's Normalized Cross Correlation (MNCC) algorithm can be utilized to reduce variable illumination affect. However, MNCC algorithm can not efficiently handle the illumination affect because correspondence of features are computed only by variance of intensity of pixels and mean intensity of templates. In our improved MNCC algorithm, the ratio of intensity of pixel and mean intensity of template are used in computing correspondence of corners to reduce illumination affect more efficiently.
The remaining of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, the structure of our stereovision algorithm is presented. In section 3, corners are extracted as features by Harris operator and grid-based optimizing. In section 4, corners are matched by correlation-based bidirectional algorithm and outliers are rejected by epipolar constraint. Then matched corners are tracked and local-updated. An improved MNCC algorithm is presented. In section 5, experiment results of feature matching and tracking are shown. In section 6, brief conclusions and discussions end this paper.
II. STEREOVISION ALGORITHM OF VISUAL ODOMETRY
As shown in Fig.1 , the stereovision algorithm is composed of feature extracting, feature matching and feature tracking. improved MNCC algorithm is utilized to compute correspondence of the corners for matching and tracking.
III. FEATURE EXTRACTING
Harris operator is applied as the feature detector in this paper because this type of point feature is relatively stable under moderate image distortion and simple to be computed, details refer to [4] .
In grid-based optimizing, the image U is divided into a number of grids. Let ( 1,2, , )
denotes the grids respectively. The detected corners in each grid i g are ordered by interest operator responses from maximum to minimum. Then a fixed number corners having the highest interesting operator response in each grid i g are extracted, details refer to [5] .
IV. FEATURE MATCHING AND TRACKING BY THE IMPROVED MNCC ALGORITHM

A. The Improved MNCC Algorithm
Let lc p denote corner on left image, let rc p denote one of the matching candidates in search window on right image. Correspondence of lc p and rc p is computed by the MNCC algorithm [5] using variance and covariance of the intensity of pixels and the mean intensity of a template: 
From equation (4) and (5), we can see that the correspondence is determined by variance and covariance of ratio of intensity of pixels and mean intensity of template in our method. Dealing images by our method, the illumination difference between images is reduced and texture is enhanced.
Some results of dealing image with MNCC algorithm and our method are shown in Fig 2. The results validate that difference of illumination between stereo pair is more efficiently reduced and texture of scene is clearer by dealing image with our method than using MNCC.
Some experiments that use the MNCC and the improved MNCC algorithm to match corners are implemented by a 7 7 template. Results are shown in Fig 3 and Table 1 . 
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From Fig 3, we can see that there are 6 outliers in tracking corners by MNCC and 4 outliers by our method. The results show that our improved MNCC algorithm can track corners more correctly than MNCC when there is variable illumination between images. There are 15 corners are both correctly tracked by MNCC and our improved MNCC. Correspondences of 10 corners computed by our improved MNCC are higher than by MNCC. Correspondences of 5 corners computed by our method are lower than MNCC, but difference of their correspondence is less than 0.02. Compare to MNCC, the mean correspondence of the 15 corners computed by our improved MNCC increase 3.95 percent. Experiment results are partly shown in Table 1 .
Experiment results validate that the improved MNCC algorithm deal with illumination affect more efficiently than MNCC and it is more reliable than MNCC in correlation-based corners matching and tracking under variable illumination.
B. Feature Matching
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Firstly, the left-to-right and right-to-left correlation matrixes of the extracted corners on previous stereo pair are built respectively by our improved MNCC algorithm. [6] .
C. Feature Tracking
To reduce computing cost, search windows are pre-estimated by projecting approximate robot motion and 3D construction of corners into current stereo image. 3D construction of corners is also utilized in motion estimation algorithm of visual odometry, so there is no additional computing cost in feature tracking. Matched corners are more accurately tracked across stereo sequence by improved MNCC algorithm.
Search window are pre-estimated firstly. 3D construct details refer to [7] . The relation of a world point ( , , ) T P x y z and its image point ( , )
After a distance moving, new world coordination P′of P :
where, R is rotation matrix, T is translation matrix.
Image point ( , ) In corners local-updating, corners of bottom grids are replaced with new matched corners in top grids because corners of grids laid at the bottom of image will firstly disappear in the next image pair along robot moving. Updating frequency is determined by prior knowledge of approximate motion of mobile robot.
Let bi g denote the ith bottom grid, bij p denote the jth corner in grid bi g . All corners b P will be replaced:
where, ( ) m i is the number of corners in grid bi g .
V. EXPERIMENTS
Our stereovision algorithm has been tested with real stereo pair sequence acquired from lab environment. Cameras are mounted about 60cm above the ground, look-down angle is 30o. Baseline is 8.4cm and f=4mm. size of pixel is 7.4µm. 8-bit BMP image is 768 576.
Left and right images are divided into 9 grids uniformly and 5 Harris corners are extracted in each grid. Template of our improved MNCC is 13 13. Results are shown in Figure 4 .
Matched corners above are tracked by our improved MNCC algorithm. Sampling distance is 40mm. Template is 21 17.
Results are shown in Figure 5 . From Figure 4 and 5, we can see that our algorithm can well perform on real stereo pair sequence and provide feature pair sequence for visual odometry. But error matching and tracking can not be absolutely avoided in our experiments. In addition, there are some limitations in our experiments, such as there is no large rotation.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The stereovision algorithm for stereo-based visual odometry of mobile robot in this paper has three advantages. Firstly, grid-based optimism makes corners can be extracted in a fixed number and local-updated. Secondly, search windows are pre-estimated in feature tracking, so computing cost is reduced by pre-estimating search windows and there is no additional computing cost. Finally, an improved MNCC algorithm is presented to effectively deal with the illumination affect in feature matching and tracking.
In our future work, the stereovision algorithm will be continue tested and improved by more experiments in various and critical environments to improve its efficiency and reliability.
